CHAPTER VIII
THE BEGINNINGS OF REALISTIC FICTION
Fiction especially at limes that aic afterwards seen to have been tiansi-
andothet tional, there is always much give and take between fiction and
°f those various kinds of narrative and portiaiture that are not fiction
literature except by default. Bacon had in mind the deep affinity between
the art that is tied down to verifiable fact and the art that is not
so tied down when he spoke of poesy as " feigned history." Ages
before Macaulay, historians tiied to make their presentation of
events as interesting as a novel. They studied, or at any rate
practised, the methods of the story-teller in relating what was in
the main matter of fact, and when facts failed them did not hesitate
to add those touches of character and dialogue which give life to
a scene. On the other hand, the composer of fiction, in order to
win the reader's trust, continually assumed the guise of biographer,
historian, or direct reporter. Both parties learned from each other.
On either side there were continual loans and repayments with
interest.
Their This reciprocal contribution of matter and method went on
reciprocal steadily with the most honest motives, so many of the aims on both
influence ^^ j^g 1(jentical. But when the maker of fiction does not want
his work to be recognized as fiction, or when die biographer or
historian tries to dissemble gaps in his information, their exchange
of means and apparatus is not so legitimate. Many of the examples
of prose fiction to be studied from now onwards to the time of
Defoe were not put forward avowedly as fiction, but purported to
be true accounts of actual occurrences. To counterbalance which,
many memoirs and similar works of the same period have a much
larger proportion of imaginary stuff in their composition than of
authentic record.1 What we find over and over again is, that which
1 Lives  of notorious peisons were continually put together from gossip
and hearsay with the smallest basis of genuine fact.    A case in point is the
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